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Presentation Outline

 Project purpose and status
 Surface Water Allocation Model (SWAM) overview
 Project highlights…

 Comparison of managed and unimpaired flows
 Aspects of model development, calibration, and verification

 SWAM Demonstration
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What is the South Carolina Surface Water 
Availability Assessment?

Project Purpose: Build surface water quantity models capable of…

 Accounting for inflows and outflows from a basin

 Accurately simulating streamflows and reservoir levels over the historical 
inflow record

 Conducting “What if” scenarios to evaluate future water demands, 
management strategies and system performance.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is a 2-year collaboration; recognize that another goal of the project was the development of UIF datasets in all basins. We’re not going to be using the models, just building them



Project Status

1. Data Collection, 
Organization and Analysis

2. Model Framework 
Development

3. Unimpaired Flow 
Development

4. Model Development and 
Calibration

5. Baseline Model 
Development and 
Documentation

6. Training
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Technical Advisory Committee

• Advisory group consisting of representatives from:
– Municipalities & industry
– Non-governmental organizations
– Energy
– Agriculture
– Consultants

• Engage in project meetings and model training

• Provide valuable technical feedback, insight, data analysis, 
and direction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention was formed sometime last year



Clemson’s Stakeholder Outreach Site
• http://www.scwatermodels.com
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• http://www.dnr.sc.gov/water/waterplan/surfacewater.html

Modeling Report and Other Documents



Simplified Water Allocation 
Model (SWAM)



Simplified Water Allocation Model (SWAM)

 Developed in response to an increasing need for a desktop 
tool to facilitate regional and statewide water allocation 
analysis
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 Calculates physically and 
legally available water, 
diversions, storage, 
consumption and return 
flows at user-defined nodes

 Used to support large-scale 
planning studies in 
Colorado, Oklahoma, 
Arkansas, and Texas



The Simplified Water Allocation Model is…

 A water accounting tool
 A WHAT-IF simulation model
 A network flow model that traces water through a natural 

stream network, simulating withdrawals, discharges, storage, 
and hydroelectric operations

 Not precipitation-runoff model (e.g., HEC-HMS)
 Not a hydraulic model (e.g. HEC-RAS)
 Not a water quality model (e.g., QUAL2K)
 Not an optimization model
 Not a groundwater flow model (e.g., MODFLOW)
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The Models Can Be Used To…

 Determine surface-water availability
 Predict where and when future water shortages would occur
 Test alternative water management strategies, new operating 

rules, and “what-if” scenarios
 Consolidate hydrologic data
 Evaluate the impacts of future withdrawals on instream flow 

needs
 Evaluate interbasin transfers
 Support development of Drought Management Plans
 Compare managed flows to natural flows
 Evaluate and test complex reservoir operating rules
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reservoir enhancements added based on feedback from DNR and TAC. Adds more flexibility and allows users to test alternatives



Unimpaired Flows and Model 
Development



UIF Definition and Uses

 Definition: Estimate of natural historic streamflow in the 
absence of human intervention

 Unimpaired Flow = 

Measured Gage Flow + River Withdrawals + Reservoir 
Withdrawals –Discharge to Reservoirs – Return Flow + Reservoir 
Surface Evaporation – Reservoir Surface Precipitation + Upstream 
change in Reservoir Storage + Runoff from Previously 
Unsubmerged Area

 Fundamental input to the model at headwater nodes and 
tributary nodes

 Comparative basis for model results 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention time-consuming part of project, clarify what “naturalized” means as land use is implicit in gage flow. Maybe mention can turn impairments off in model to see naturalized flows



Saluda UIF Example
 USGS streamflow gage 02165000 on Reedy River near Ware 

Shoals, SC
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Did not have any operational data to support unimpairing gage flow and for most of this gage’s record could only account for evaporative loss and submerged surface runoff from Boyd Mill Pond. However, we observed an operational signal, and upon investigation found out the existence of a mill on the pond. We adopted a threshold-based 7-day smoothing, which balances smoothing out the signal while maintaining peaks above 50 cfs.



Saluda UIF Example
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Did not have any operational data to support unimpairing gage flow and for most of this gage’s record could only account for evaporative loss and submerged surface runoff from Boyd Mill Pond. However, we observed an operational signal, and upon investigation found out the existence of a mill on the pond. We adopted a threshold-based 7-day smoothing, which balances smoothing out the signal while maintaining peaks above 50 cfs.



Edisto UIF Examples
 USGS gages on North Fork (02173500) and South Fork 

(02173051) Edisto Rivers
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Edisto UIF Examples
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflects current impairments (2004-2013). Only really see differences at low flows. Verbally mention impairments upstream



Edisto UIF Examples
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflects current impairments (2004-2013). Only really see differences at low flows.



Edisto UIF Examples
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UIF: 163 cfs

Gage: 126 cfs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For 2007-2008, overall increase of ~3% in flows. But, during these years for May-Oct, average increase is ~10%. Mid Aug in 2007 has about 57 cfs difference.



Model Development, 
Calibration, and Verification



Two Versions of Every Model
 Calibration with UIFs and 

historic use records
 Baseline: planning with 

UIFs, current uses, and 
user-defined future uses
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Calibration/Validation General Approach

 1983 – 2013 hindcast period; monthly timestep first
 Includes droughts in both early and late 2000’s

 Comparison to gaged (measured) flow data 
 Operations and impairments are implicit in that data

 Assess performance at (subject to gage data availability):
 Multiple mainstem locations
 Tributary confluence locations
 Major reservoirs

 Multiple model performance metrics, including:
 Timeseries plots (monthly and daily variability)
 Annual and monthly means (water balance and seasonality)
 Percentile plots (extremes and frequency)
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Potential Sources of Model Error & Uncertainty

 Gaged flow data
 Gaged reservoir levels
 Basin climate and hydrologic variability
 Reported withdrawal and discharge data
 Hindcasted withdrawal and discharge data
 Return flow locations and lag times (if applicable, e.g. 

outdoor use)
 Reservoir operations (operator decision making)
 Reach hydrology: gains, losses, local runoff and inflow
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Monthly Flow Comparison
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we have confidence in these models?



Daily Flow Comparison – Drought Period
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional metrics include comparisons of mean monthly and annual flows, percentiles, and 7-day low flows. Low flows important because of permitting.



Lake Murray Verification Exercise
 Approach: Set the Lake Murray release equal to the historical 

release, then run the model to check that the combination of 
inflow, evaporation, and withdrawals/discharges result in a 
reasonable match of historical lake levels/storage.
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 Observations: 
Modeled lake 
storage was higher 
than observed 
storage for certain 
years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An exercise per DNR and TAC request. Cumulatively too high flows, not apparent from simply comparing gaged and modeled flows.



Lake Murray Verification Exercise

 Results: Better 
match of 
modeled and 
measured Lake 
Murray storage
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 Adjustments: Adjust inflow by selecting alternative reference 
gages for headwater inputs at select, ungaged tributaries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biggest changes from adjusting headwater flows at top of basin. Smaller changes from investigating evaporation and local inflows. Emphasize idea of improvement because of verification. If time, briefly discuss efforts in Edisto. Reiterate “predictive not prescriptive”!



Baseline Model

 Represents current demands and operations combined with 
an extended period of estimated hydrology
 Most demands reflect 2005-2013 averages
 Estimated hydrology from 1920’s-30’s to 2013
 Current reservoir rules, guide curves, minimum releases
 Rules can be adjusted
 Inactive users are not included

 The baseline model serves as the starting point for future 
predictive simulations
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Example Use
Assessing a New M&I User – Edisto Example
 Add model flow gage at proposed withdrawal location

 Calculate minimum instream flows (20/30/40 Rule)

 Add a new M&I permittee
 Demand = 500 MGY (0.6-2.6 MGD)
 Can the river sustain the new user?

 Enter minimum instream flows in user object
 Are there shortages, i.e. does the withdrawal cause streamflow to 

drop below the minimum instream flow?
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Note that this example does not necessarily represent how DHEC 
will use the model to evaluate a proposed withdrawal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clarify range in demand and that it’s created by the model



Add Flow Gage from Palette
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Location of 
new user

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a demo, not model training! Mention this is strictly hypothetical.



Add Industrial Water User Object from Palette
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Location of 
new user



Add Flow Gage & Industrial Water User Objects
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Specify Flow Gage Location
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Run the Model over the Entire Period of Record
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Calculate the Minimum Instream Flows
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Model Output: Minimum Flow Calculations:



Add the New User in the Water User Dialogue
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Specify Water Use
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Specify the Source and Diversion Location
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Designate the Return Location
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Run the Model over the Entire Period of Record
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Build a Shortage Plot for the New User
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Add Minimum Flows
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Re-Run the Model
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Shortages with Min. Instream Flows Enforced
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Shortages with Min. Instream Flows Enforced: 
2007
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Shortages also Available in Node Output Table
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Other Example Uses

 Determine surface water availability
 Predict where and when future water shortages would occur
 Test alternative water management strategies, new operating 

rules, and “what-if” scenarios
 Evaluate the impacts of future withdrawals on instream flow 

needs
 Evaluate interbasin transfers
 Consolidate hydrologic data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reiterate model is not just useful for future users, but also current users (like adding an intake). Emphasize *model will not be used to evaluate current permits, but may be for re-evaluation in the future*.



Questions?

Nina Caraway
carawaynm@cdmsmith.com

919-325-3553

mailto:CarawayN@cdmsmith.com
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